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Equity Premium Puzzle
• Equities yield returns that exceed government bond returns by 

approximately 6-7%

• Mehra & Prescott (JME, 1985)
– Implies professional traders have implausibly high levels of risk aversion

• prefer a certain payoff of $51,300 to a 50/50 bet paying either $50,000 or 
$100,000

• Mehra (2006: 23-4):
– “[The EPP] underscores the failure of paradigms central to financial and 

economic modeling to capture the characteristic that appears to make 
stocks comparatively so risky.  Hence the viability of using this class of 
models for any quantitative assessment, say, for instance, to gauge the 
welfare implications of alternative stabilization policies, is thrown open 
to question.” 2



• Myopic loss aversion (MLA) is a major reason for 
the equity premium puzzle
– Benartzi & Thaler (QJE, 1995) and Thaler, Tversky, 

Kahneman, & Schwartz (QJE, 1997)
– Investors are:

• overly preoccupied by the negative effects of losses in 
comparison to an equivalent amount of gains

• take a very short-term view on an investment

• Treatment -> vary frequency of price feedback
– Hypothesis is that probability of observing a loss is 

higher when the frequency of evaluation is high 
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• Numerous laboratory experiments confirm MLA (Gneezy and Potters, QJE, 
1997; Gneezy et al., JoF 2003, Haigh and List, JoF, 2005)

• The infrequent trading group usually invests between 30-80% more into 
the risky asset than those in the frequent trading group 
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• Missing part of the story…no real 
professional trading evidence on MLA

• There could be many reasons why the lab 
and field would be different in this context
– Incentives
– Selection
– Time horizons
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Our objective:

• Is MLA present in a real world financial market 
context with professional traders

Our results:

• We find that in a NFE setting, traders that are 
given significantly less information invest between 
33% more of their portfolio in the risky asset
– Pattern arises after eight full trading days

• This investment leads to much higher profit –
about 53%
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1. Design of the field experiment

2. Design of the asset and treatment

3. Design of the data analysis
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1. The Design of the Field Experiment

• We built a trading platform with Normann
– A “beta test” of a new trading platform
– Beta testing is common in the industry

• We contacted professional traders through an email 
list and LinkedIn

• We sent nearly 8,000 messages, and each message 
included a brief invitation to the beta test of the 
platform followed by a document of the instructions
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Selection and screening

• Sign up -> traders needed to log in with their 
LinkedIn profile allowing us to: 
– verify their company and current role
– accept that they understood the instructions and 

payment procedure
– complete a survey about their trading experience, 

income and asset levels, age, gender, and education 
level (we used these variables in the randomization)  

• Traders were largely working in hedge funds, 
investment banks, and proprietary trading firms
– Europe (mainly London), U.S., Australia, India, 

Singapore, and Hong Kong
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What we told the traders:

• In exchange for participating in the beta test of 
the platform for 14 days, they would earn a 
portion of their profits as credit on a related 
options platform

• They had £1,000,000 in their portfolio, and profit 
would be £[return/500]

• Participation was free

• Although traders could not immediately withdraw 
the credit, profits from options contracts 
purchased with the credit could be 
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• In total, 342 individuals fully completed the 
registration between March and April 2016

• Matched pairs randomization
– blocked on several variables

• age of trader
• trading experience
• professional experience
• financial service sector
• industry experience
• income
• education
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The start of the experiment
• To inform subjects to begin the beta test of the platform, we 

emailed them saying they had 14 days from the date of the 
email to trade on the platform

• We do not use the 35% of traders never logged in, and only 
included traders who logged into the platform at least once, 
and who made at least one trade

• Several reasons for attrition
– We only sent one email to subjects informing them to start 

trading -- several subjects reported never seeing the email and 
several subjects asked to postpone due to scheduling conflicts 
but we did not accommodate them

• We did not reveal any University affiliations and subjects did 
not know the request for the beta test was for an academic 
study
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2.  Design of the asset and treatment

• A simplified version of what a trader would find at an 
online broker
– A mutual fund-like instrument (“Fund A”) that tracked the 

relative value of the US Dollar
– “contract designed to replicate the performance of being 

long on the US Dollar against other major currencies.”  

• Subjects could make trades by buying units at the ask 
price of the fund or selling units at the bid price
– trade during normal over-the-counter foreign exchange 

market hours, which runs 24 hours a day except weekends
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The Fund ‘A’:

• How we distorted prices:
– for every negative change in price, Fund A would go 

down by the change amount 
– for every positive change in price, Fund A would go 

up by the change amount x 1.025

• Testing this formula with historical pricing data of 
the prior year indicated that for any two-week 
period the fund would return 17% on average 
with a 9% standard deviation and 96% of the two-
week periods were positive, although the returns 
were non-normally distributed
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• To directly test the MLA hypothesis, we randomized 
subjects into two groups
– The “Frequent” group -> price changes every second
– The “Infrequent” group -> price changes every four hours

• The Frequent users would see their portfolios 
fluctuating slightly every second, whereas the 
Infrequent users’ portfolios would change only every 
four hours

• Concern with a lack of feedback in prices
– we included a small message that noted the frequency of 

updates for both groups (not a software defect)

• Both groups could buy or sell at the current price and 
see the resulting execution price
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3. Design of the data analysis

• Our experiment is slightly different from Gneezy
and Potters (1997), Haigh and List (2005), and 
Thaler et al. (1997)
– our traders could bet at any time 

• it does not necessarily make sense to constrain the trader of 
the Infrequent group to only bet once in a four hour-period

– we do not change evaluation period – only the 
updates of prices   

• Outcome variable:
– Allocation of portfolio to the risky asset in the last 

two days of the experiment; we also look at daily 
differences
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Results: allocation into the risk asset
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Results
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Results – matched pairs
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Other observations to note:

• Both groups spent the same amount of time 
on the platform

• Average return in the experiment was 35% of 
weekly salary

• No blocked variable predicts performance
– Any of type of experience does not dampen MLA 
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Experience doesn’t help
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Implications 
• Our works lends credence to the behavioral

interpretations of the EPP
– direct implications on the communication strategies for 

the financial market

• BUT people are willing to pay for greater information 
and more granular and frequent feedback and traders 
do not find such interventions desirable

• MLA might be the most prevalent behavioral bias in 
society today

• We are currently working on:
– Does the endowment actually matter?
– Can we split out myopia and loss aversion?
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Thank you!
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